G7 APULIA SUMMIT: 
RESPONDING IN UNITY TO THE VARIOUS ISSUES FACING THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY

The G7 Apulia Summit was held in Puglia, Italy, from June 13 to 15, 2024. G7 Leaders reaffirmed their unwavering solidarity in addressing global challenges. Prime Minister KISHIDA Fumio, building on last year’s G7 Hiroshima Summit, approached the Summit with continued emphasis on upholding the rule of law and strengthening partnerships extending beyond the G7, in particular the Global South, and shared Japan’s position and initiatives on a range of issues.

In Session 1 of the Summit, entitled “Africa, Climate Change, and Development,” Prime Minister KISHIDA Fumio touched on the importance of expanding cooperation in line with African voices, including the Partnership for Global Infrastructure and Investment (PGII), and introduced Japan’s support for Africa through the Tokyo International Conference on African Development (TICAD) process. He also stated the necessity of promoting climate change actions in the whole world and the importance of continuing to focus on achieving the SDGs while emphasizing human dignity and human security.

In Session 2, “Middle East,” Prime Minister Kishida stressed that it is necessary for all parties concerned to accept the negotiation proposals on the hostage release and cease-fire, and realize an immediate cease-fire, release of the hostages, improvement of the humanitarian situation, and ceasefire, and realize an immediate ceasefire, release of the hostages, improvement of the humanitarian situation, and ceasefire, and realize an immediate ceasefire, release of the hostages, improvement of the humanitarian situation, and ceasefire, and realize an immediate ceasefire, release of the hostages, improvement of the humanitarian situation, and ceasefire. In the course of those discussions, he confirmed four principles, including

In Session 6, “Artificial Intelligence and Energy / Africa and Mediterranean,” Prime Minister Kishida presented the progress of the Hiroshima AI Process, which was launched in 2023. He also expressed Japan’s intention to utilize all technologies and energy sources including hydrogen to contribute to the global decarbonization. Furthermore, he stated that Japan and Africa would co-create solutions that contribute to the prosperity and transformation of both countries at next year’s TICAD 9.

After those discussions, the Apulia G7 Leaders’ Communiqué was adopted, marking the end of the Summit. (Full text: G7 Leaders’ Communiqué)

Subsequently, the Summit on Peace in Ukraine was held by the Swiss government on June 15. Prime Minister Kishida delivered the following speech at the opening plenary session.

First, I wish to express my sincere appreciation for the tremendous hospitality Switzerland has extended to us as well as the great efforts it has made in convening this Summit.

Since immediately after the aggression Russia launched more than two years ago, Japan has imposed stringent sanctions against Russia while providing strong support for Ukraine, based on the idea that “Ukraine today may be East Asia tomorrow.” Moreover, the day before yesterday, President Zelenskyy and I signed a bilateral document aimed at facilitating further support for Ukraine.

Also, in May 2023 at the G7 Hiroshima Summit I chaired, the G7 Leaders held discussions in which President Zelenskyy and the leaders of invited countries also participated. In the course of those discussions, we confirmed four principles, including

Achieving this kind of just and lasting peace in Ukraine is symbolically important in leading the international community as a whole towards a world of cooperation instead of a world of division and confrontation. Let those gathered here take the initiative and demonstrate leadership towards that end.

Even as the international community makes concerted efforts in that regard, there is also an urgent need to respond to pressing issues which have the potential to directly impact our lives and livelihoods. Japan has been making proactive contributions to discussions on nuclear safety, one of the themes of this Summit, as one of the co-chairs for that topic. Humanitarian issues are also critically important. Japan will step up its efforts in the areas of electricity and mine clearance to enable the Ukrainian people to feel reassured as they reestablish their daily lives. We also plan to convene in Japan next year an international conference on Ukraine mine action, contributing in a manner only Japan can.

Working in close cooperation with the international community, Japan will continue in its efforts to restore peace to the beautiful lands of Ukraine.